
Elua Alert 16 
Construction phase has begun 

First days 

We started at Building 9 on April 13, and by April 22 buildings 11 and 12 were also 
opened up.  

Important Observations: 
All of the decks with original paving have been leaking water for a long time.   
Normally a waterproof membrane is put over the plywood subfloor, and the mortar is 
put atop the membrane.  We found no membrane under any of the decks with original 
paving.    While we were working on building 9, demolition of the original paving 
began on the lanai at #404 as part of an owner remodel.  No membrane had been 
installed between the subfloor plywood and the mortar bed.   

These buildings were among the first that were built at Elua.  We suspect none of the 
original decks built in Phase 1 have waterproof membranes below their deck paving, 
and it seems likely all of Elua's lanais and decks were installed without waterproofing 
on the subfloors. 

Implications: 
If your deck is one of the 40 lanais still with original paving, it is likely you will be 
required to repave your deck.  Owners are responsible for maintaining a waterproof 
deck - that includes the deck paving, mortar (setting bed) and waterproof membrane. 

We strongly recommend you start shopping for paving tile now. The best time to do 
the installation is immediately after the ERP lanai repair work is concluded on your 
building.   

Notice in the images below:  Many dark stains on the wood.  
The dark stains on the wood between the deck above and the soffit below indicates it 
is damp, even though it had not rained for several weeks  The wood starts drying and 
turning white after the soffit covers are removed.  The blocking between joists is not 
ventilated, and the soffit vents are inadequate.  Water that leaks through the deck takes 
a long time to evaporate.   
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Biggest problem sites:   
 - Beneath planters and along the edges of the lanai.   

Biggest contributors to problems:   
 - Irrigation - even under pots sitting in drip trays, or drained planters, moisture 
accumulated there. 
 - Frequent hosing - wash water saturates the deck, starting along the condo walls, 
penetrates the deck wherever it can, and the rest migrates out to the edge of the lanai 
where there is no flashing to protect the wood below.  None of the original decks has 
flashing.  The only form of protection is/was a 1"x1" wood nosing nailed along the top 
edge of the fascia and grouted into place.  It was painted long ago and seldom, if ever, 
repainted.  Below it the plywood subfloor and the structural wood shows minor to 
significant rot.  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This is how the lanais are protected before the demolition begins. The same 
treatment will be applied to the upper lanais when work reaches them.

The buildings in Section 1 contain the variety of structural elements and related problems 
that we expect to find across the property.  We started here because these appeared to need 
the most complicated renovation effort, and we felt they would need time and expertise to 
repair.   Once the carpenters gain experience solving the problems here they can apply it 
efficiently to the rest of Elua’s buildings.  Lanais on 9 and 12 buildings are depicted on the 
following pages.
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The photo on the right shows the 
hidden work of carpenter bees.  The 
bees bored in from the fascia that 
used to be behind the rail post at 
#902. Their holes are about 3/8" 
diameter and they go a long way into 
the wood.  Bad news: If the holes are 
plugged, they just eat new ones. 
 Good news: They dislike fresh paint. 
 Regular maintenance is our only 
defense.  This means we need to 
preserve access to the wood to 
repaint more frequently than has 
been our practice. 

This is what remains of a bolt that attached 
rails to the lanai on #910.  The bolt shaft 
diameter should be uniform, about 3/8", but 
now it resembles a sharpened spike, no 
threads remain.  Furthermore, the bolt should 
be at least 6 inches long, but only 3.5 inches 
remain.  It was set into solid wood when new, 
but fell out of a hole that has rotted. The rails 
were held in place by gravity, not bolts.  Not 
every bolt is in this condition, but neither is 
this bolt rare.
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After the bougainvillea 
and trellis were removed 
from the deck of #902 the 
lanai separated from and 
lifted up about ¼” above 
the top of the supporting 
post. Nothing but gravity 
secured the post to the 
lanai. 

Other posts on #902 lifted 
off of their concrete 
footings - the bottoms of 
those posts were rotten.  

More bee holes in 
#902’s lanai 
structure. 
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Views of #901 & #902 before renovation, and prepared for renovation to begin.  This shot was taken 
from the driveway looking toward the water.
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Views of #901 lanai before renovation, 
and prepared for renovation to begin, 
with the soffit removed revealing the 
water damage to the lanai above 
(#902). 

The privacy screen in the top photo has 
been removed in the photo on the right.
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The top photo shows the lanai 
paving consisting of two 
different types of tile, and a 
trellis covered by shade cloth. 

The plan details on the right 
show where extensive water 
damage was observed in the 
structure of #902’s lanai.  Water 
was penetrating the deck for a 
long time, then passing through 
seams in the subfloor plywood 
(consistent with the parallel blue 
lines).  Water also got through 
where potted plants were sited, 
and along the edges of the lanai 
where there was no flashing to 
protect the top edge of the 
wooden fascia boards. 
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The white spots in these three photos 
are actually the mortar of the paving 
on the deck above.  The plywood 
subfloor has rotted away. (#902) 

Bottom photo is #904’s lanai.
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Long term water leak’s impacts on 
#902:  The bolt and joist hangers 
above are very rusted. The deck leaks 
are numerous as indicated by the dark 
stains on the wood. 

The dark stain running the length of 
the lanai on the right follows the seam 
where two courses of plywood meet.  
When water covered the deck above 
this became an easy path to the joists 
and soffit below as it ran out toward 
the edges of the lanai.
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This is a seldom used walkway section of the deck at #902, away 
from plants, furniture, and foot traffic. Water has stained the 
subfloor, rotting it.
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Above shows rot reaching from the edge of the lanai all the way back to the condo wall. 

Below the steel joist hangers have almost completely rusted away. (#1202)
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In this photo you can see new wood attached to existing floor joists that now span the width of 
the lanai from left to right in the photo.  This work raised the sagging south east corner (far 
right in the photo) by 3 inches and the middle by about 2 inches.  (#906)

Years before ERP work began 
plants were removed from the 
lanai at #904.  We found lots 
of water stains under the deck, 
and the cantilevered lanai was 
sagging. 
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These shards of #404’s original deck show that there was no waterproof membrane 
between the subfloor plywood and the mortar bed.  This implies all of the buildings 
built during Phase 1 have no waterproofing between the mortar (setting bed) and 
the plywood subfloor. We hope the lanais built in Phase 2 have this important 
component.
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Behind the original fascia 
is the rim joist.  It had 
rotted and had to be 
replaced.  The plywood 
between the mortar and 
the rim joist has rot all 
along the lanai edge 
reaching about 10 inches 
back toward the wall.  
This deck (#910) must be 
replaced. 
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Above the rotted rim joist has been replaced, John Dobrovich is showing the carpenters 
how to align the new posts. (#910) 

Below a waterproof base is being attached to new posts.  The drawing shows the 
carpenters how to reassemble the lanai with the new components.
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Above shows the new hardware required to hold the railing brackets in place, and hurricane 
resistant brackets connect the posts to the headers. (#908) 

Below John Dobrovich confirms with our Structural Engineer that the attachment of the railing 
brackets and post hardware is correctly done.  
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Above is our lumber staging area. Initial coats of primer and paint are applied at the 
tennis court.  Finish painting will be done after installation.  By painting the wood 
before installation, even the wood that will be hidden, we protect it from rot and 
insects.   
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We will sell our old aluminum railings to the recycling center.  Here the rails are stacked and ready 
for collection by the recycler. 


